CREATING CALM
HOW TO CREATE A CLUTTER-FREE BOOTROOM AND HALLWAY
With hallways and communal spaces often the first (and lasting) impression of the home, it’s important to
get off to the right start. However, as connecting spaces between indoors and out, these are the places
where clutter easily collects. Follow Garden Trading’s 5 steps for clear and clean communal areas.

WORK HARDER
Furniture that offers multiple uses makes the most
of even the smallest spaces. Try a bench box or
hallway bench that doubles as seating and storage
for blankets, baskets and boots.

CREATE THE SENSE OF SPACE
First things first. Remove everything that’s
not needed or used. Broken umbrellas. Single
wellies. Or old jackets kept for days in the garden
but are often forgotten about in favour of what’s
nearest. Streamlining coats, shoes and accessories
means dealing with only what’s needed on a regular
basis. This works too by season, with winter coats
being rotated for lighter, spring jackets when the
weather allows.

SIMPLE BUT STYLISH STORAGE
Utilising the correct storage for the right items
instantly transforms a space. Having everything
easily accessible avoids tearing through the back
of cupboards and undoing the hard work of
organisation. Shoe storage keeps pairs of shoes
and boots carefully contained, whilst hook and
peg rails can be allocated to each family member
to hang outerwear.

PALE AND INTERESTING
Choosing a neutral colour palette for the walls will
immediately add calm, allowing light to reflect
around the room. Enhance with mirrors and
mix in textures against metal and wood to add
warmth and interest.

WET WEATHER GEAR
Simple accessories help keep on top of day-to-day
wear and tear. Damp umbrellas find a home in an
umbrella stand. Wellies store cleanly on a welly
stand. And doormats, starting from £10, are an
inexpensive time saver, keeping floors clean from
muddy footprints and avoid repetitive cleaning of
newly-tidied areas.

Fulbrook Mirror, £125.00 | Holkham Umbrella Stand, £40.00 | Aldsworth Bootroom Unit, £350.00
Farringdon Luggage Rack, £55.00 | Small Heart Doormat, £10.00 | Notgrove Boot Jack, £12.00
Small Farringdon Welly Stand, £50.00 | Woven Bench, £220.00 | Black Woven Doormat, £30.00
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